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SPA
SPA - VEŘEJNÁ ZÓNA | PUBLIC ZONE

Vstup zdarma Neomezeně Ubytovaný hotelový host 
Freier Eintritt Unbegrenzt Resident Hotelgast
Free Entry Unlimited Resident hotelguest

250 CZK  90 Min.  Veřejnost | Öffentlichkeit | Public

Otevírací doba 08.00 - 22.00
Öffnungszeiten  
Opening hours 20.00 - 22.00  /vstup pouze pro osoby od 12 let věku, Eintritt nur für  
    Personen ab 12 Jahren, entry only for persons up to 12 
    years of age/

PREMIUM SPA - PLACENÁ ZÓNA | BEZAHLTE ZONE | PAID ZONE

500 CZK  1 vstup  Ubytovaný hotelový host 
  1 Eintritt  Resident Hotelgast
  1 Entry  Resident hotelguest

500 CZK  90 Min.  Veřejnost | Öffentlichkeit | Public

Otevírací doba 10.00 - 22.00  /vstup pouze pro osoby od 12 let věku, Eintritt nur für  
Öffnungszeiten   Personen ab 12 Jahren, entry only for persons up to 12 
Opening hours   years of age/

SPA - MASÁŽE | MASSAGEN

Otevírací doba 09.00- 21.00
Öffnungszeiten
Opening hours







SPA - PUBLIC ZONE
FOR HOTEL GUESTS FREE OF CHARGE. 

ENTRY INCLUDES: SWIMMING POOL, WHIRLPOOL, ATTRACTION CHILDREN'S POOL, 
FINNISH SAUNA /WITH SWIMMING SUIT/, STEAM SAUNA /WITH SWIMMING SUIT/, 

RELAXATION ROOM.

SWIMMING POOL

WHIRLPOOL

ATTRACTION CHILDREN'S POOL

RELAXATION ROOM

FINNISH SAUNA 
Sauna with the scent of Finland

Temperature 85-105 ° C / Humidity 3-12% RH / Number of persons 9

The right sauna, as in Finland.

If you are a fan of traditional sauna, Finnish sauna is right for you. It is a classic sauna, 
originally from Finnish, which is typical for its high temperature, low humidity and wooden 
interior. The main features are wood paneling, wooden benches, and a sauna stove that 
heats the room.

Basically we distinguish two types of Finnish sauna, classical (dry sauna, low humidity, high 
temperature) and sauna with steam shocks (higher humidity, glowing stones with water). 
It has a beneficial effect on strengthening health and strengthening immunity.



SPA - PUBLIC ZONE
STEAM SAUNA  
Turkish Bath - Smell of the Orient

Temperature 45-48 ° C / Humidity 100% RH / Number of persons 8

A unique combination of heat and humidity in one cab
Pleasant warmth, high humidity and ubiquitous fog. These are typical features of a steam 
sauna. The temperature here is lower than in a classic sauna (40-50 ° C), with a humidity of 
up to 100%. The cabin is equipped with a steam generator that takes care of steam 
production. The cabins are equipped with ceramic tiles or other non-absorbent and water-
resistant materials are used.

Due to the lower temperature, the sauna is also suitable for people who are less able to 
withstand the high temperatures of a classic sauna. In addition, the presence of steam 
enhances the effects of the bath on our organism. Steam is known for its positive effect 
on the skin as it helps to cleanse pores and leaves the skin so� and so�. In addition, it has a 
positive effect on the airways. The effects can be further increased by using 
aromatherapy, where the steam is enriched with essential oils, or the cabin can be 
equipped with chromotherapy.



PREMIUM SPA - PAID ZONE  
500 CZK / 1 ENTRY TIME UNLIMITED / 1 PERSON

PRICE INCL. / ENTRY ONLY FOR PERSONS UP TO 12 YEARS OF AGE/: FINNISH SAUNA, 
STEAM SAUNA, HERBAL SAUNA, TEPIDARIUM, COOLING AND EXPERIENCE SHOWERS, 

ICE MAKER, COOLING SWIMMING POOL, INFRA BENCH, RELAXATION ROOM.

FINNISH SAUNA 
Sauna with the scent of Finland

Temperature 85-105 ° C / Humidity 3-12% RH / Number of persons 13

The right sauna, as in Finland.

If you are a fan of traditional sauna, Finnish sauna is right for you. It is a classic sauna, 
originally from Finnish, which is typical for its high temperature, low humidity and wooden 
interior. The main features are wood paneling, wooden benches, and a sauna stove that 
heats the room.

Basically we distinguish two types of Finnish sauna, classical (dry sauna, low humidity, high 
temperature) and sauna with steam shocks (higher humidity, glowing stones with water). 
It has a beneficial effect on strengthening health and strengthening immunity.

STEAM SAUNA  
Turkish Bath - Smell of the Orient

Temperature 45-48 ° C / Humidity 100% RH / Number of persons 8

A unique combination of heat and humidity in one cab
Pleasant warmth, high humidity and ubiquitous fog. These are typical features of a steam 
sauna. The temperature here is lower than in a classic sauna (40-50 ° C), with a humidity of 
up to 100%. The cabin is equipped with a steam generator that takes care of steam 
production. The cabins are equipped with ceramic tiles or other non-absorbent and water-
resistant materials are used.

Due to the lower temperature, the sauna is also suitable for people who are less able to 
withstand the high temperatures of a classic sauna. In addition, the presence of steam 
enhances the effects of the bath on our organism. Steam is known for its positive effect 
on the skin as it helps to cleanse pores and leaves the skin so� and so�. In addition, it has a 
positive effect on the airways. The effects can be further increased by using 
aromatherapy, where the steam is enriched with essential oils, or the cabin can be 
equipped with chromotherapy.



PREMIUM SPA - PAID ZONE  
HERBAL SAUNA
Herbal sauna - the charm of old wood and herbs

Temperature 45-65° C / Humidity 45% RH / Number of persons 10

Linking traditional sauna and aromatherapy

The herbal sauna, or aroma sauna, offers the opportunity to enjoy moments in the sauna 
scented with your favorite scent. The classic sauna is enriched with the use of aromatic 
oils or fumes from medicinal herbs. Herbal essences multiply the effects of the sauna, and 
the sauna has a greater relaxation effect. The sauna is kept relatively low temperature and 
humidity (45-65 ° C, 20-45% RH). Therefore, it is also suitable for people who do not 
breathe in a classic sauna.

"Aromatherapy, the controlled use of essential oils to maintain, support and improve 
physical, mental and mental well-being." (Mojay, 2000)

Due to heat, the essences evaporate and release into the air. Not only is the sauna 
pleasantly scented, but the essences also help prevent airway diseases. In addition, the 
essences remain on the skin, the pores of the skin become widespread during the sauna, 
which improves the absorption of essences. The skin is healthier and brighter.

Depending on the type of aroma, it is possible to partially influence the effect of the sauna. 
Eucalyptus relaxes the airways, soothes lavender, menthol energizes the body and lemon 
brightens the skin. Choose according to your preferences, mood or mood. Sauna 
compositions can also be mixed with medicinal herbs and essences, sea salt can be added.

TEPIDARIUM
Number of persons 15

Tepidarium is a room with a temperature of about 40 ° C with a relative humidity of about 
40%

The room is heated by means of heated benches, walls and floors that radiate heat. A visit 
to tepidarium is suitable as a prevention, to stimulate the immune system without 
burdening the blood circulation. The room is relaxing while looking at the starry sky 
overlooking the center of Spindleruv Mlyn.



PREMIUM SPA - PAID ZONE  
COOLING AND EXPERIENCE SHOWERS (COOLING FOLLOWING LAST TRENDS)
Number of persons 4

Cooling phase as an important part of the sauna process

Each sauna needs its own cooling room. It is based on the very essence of sauna, ie 
alternation of the heating and cooling phases.

A�er each warm-up in the sauna, the body needs to be cooled down. As a result, the blood 
vessels in the body contract, the heartbeat calms down, and body temperature returns to 
normal. Blood is oxygenated, and overall refreshment occurs. 

Proper cooling can also be achieved in attractive showers that imitate a storm or fog, etc.

ICE MAKER 
Cooling phase as an important part of the sauna process.

Each sauna needs its own cooling room. It is based on the very essence of sauna, ie 
alternation of the heating and cooling phases.

A�er each warm-up in the sauna, the body needs to be cooled down. As a result, the blood 
vessels in the body contract, the heartbeat calms down, and body temperature returns to 
normal. Blood is oxygenated, and overall refreshment occurs.

Proper cooling can also be achieved by using ice, which is considered the most hygienic 
way of cooling, including local use.

COOLING SWIMMING POOL
For a proper and traditional cooling down the sauna, there must be a cooling pool. We will 
achieve the correct reaction of the organism, which leads to metabolism, blood 
oxygenation and proper strengthening of the cortex integral part of the sauna.

INFRA BENCH
Infra rays for your health, relaxation and well-being. The infrared bench warms up the spine, 
relieves stiff parts of the body, and blood flow to the limbs

RELAXATION ROOM



OREA Resort Horal Špindlerův Mlýn
Špindlerův Mlýn 280

543 51  Špindlerův Mlýn
Tel.: 00420 499 463 453
E-mail: spa.horal@orea.cz

www.orearesorthoral.cz


